The tablet K 7856 was first mentioned by B. Meissner in 1898 and then edited more than thirty years later by E. Ebeling in *Tod und Leben nach den Vorstellungen der Babylonier* (*TuL*). In 1987, J. MacGinnis joined K 6323 (ADD 941) to K 7856. This exceptional join revealed that an ADD text that was ostensibly an administrative document was actually part of a long list of grave goods. Afterwards, the present writer joined the fragments K 14241 and 80-7-19,122 (ADD 978). The last join confirmed MacGinnis’ suspicion that other ADD tablets might belong to the text. In 1999, B.M. Nasrabadi published an edition of the tablet with the new joins.

The text is composed in Standard Babylonian. The tablet is divided into narrow columns with vertical double rulings. One horizontal line is preserved that divides the text from a grave good list. The scribe mostly uses standard forms of Neo-Assyrian signs. In some cases, he has left out strokes and although his hand is steady the not quite completed signs indicate that the tablet was written somewhat in haste. The lines have not always been measured correctly causing cramped endings with squeezed signs sometimes extending beyond the rulings. The text is written in the first person.

The text commemorates the death of an Assyrian king, whose identity has not been preserved. W. von Soden, in a review of *TuL*, suggested that the king was either Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal. A. George has expressed the view that the dead king was most likely Esarhaddon.

The document has a number of difficulties, partly due to the way the scribe has written certain signs and the fragmentary condition of the text which does not allow for a complete reconstruction. This is indeed unfortunate since many of the grave lists are lacking the final sections which would normally provide information describing the ceremonial activity. The intriguing content of the text, however,

---

3 Nasrabadi 1999. The text in this edition has been improperly collated and the new joins were either read from a photograph or ADD copies resulting in misreadings. In addition, the joins were not properly credited.
5 George 2003: 485, see also Frahm 1999: 86 n. 65.
which concerns the burial of a king, provides a rare insight into Neo-Assyrian funerary practices.

The text begins with a lament that is not well preserved. A major part of the text is composed of grave lists. Each list probably contained the following elements:

a) a list of grave goods (inventory);

b) the donor or donors;

c) a ritual description.

It is unfortunate that the latter features of the lists are often not extant. Moreover, the precise number of inventory lists cannot be established since it is difficult to determine where a list continues or ends. Between III 20 and III 21 there is a horizontal ruling that divides the preceding list and it is likely that the lists were divided by horizontal rulings. In II 31’ the donor is mentioned followed by three grave goods. If it is assumed that the lists are divided by a ruling, this list probably continued with another donor whose grave gifts were offered within the same ritual context. In Table I, below, an overview of the structure of the extant text is given. The diagram gives an approximate idea of the shape of the tablet and the relationships between the extant and missing parts of the text.

**TABLE I. STRUCTURE OF EXTANT TEXT**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>I (extant part)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>II 1–31’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>II 32’–34’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>III 12(?)–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>III 21–28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>IV 1–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Rev. I’ 1’–18’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Rev II’ 1’–24’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Diagram of the Tablet Structure
K 6323 + K 7856 + K 14241 + 80-7-19,122
K 6323 = ADD 941; 80-7-19,122 = ADD 978

The tablet measures 13.6 x 11.4 x 2.3 cm and has 4 + (1) columns. The fifth column is entirely broken away.

I

1  ú-nam-ba-a ḫi-ra-a-te
2  i-ta-nap-pa-la a-tap-pi
3  ša GIŠ.MEŠ u GURUN DŪ-šā-nu
4  ud-du-ra pa-nu-šā-un
5  ib-ka-a șt-’ba’-x[x x]
6  šā ina di-ši ‘da’-x[x x x]
7  ú-šar-bi x[x x x]
8  NA₂₆₁.‘ DIB’ [MEŠ x x x]
9  ut-ta-[na-ah x x x]
10  ut-taš-[ha-su x x]
11  i‘-x[x x x]

each line 11 lines missing
16’ [x x x x] x
24’ [x x x] š-tú-a
17’ [x x x] x GUN
27’ [x x] x
21’ [x (x) x] x SA₅
18’ [x (x) x] x SA₅
20’ [1 N] x [x x x]
19’ [x (x) x] x SA₅
21’ ‘1’ GU.ZA GIR.2 : ‘.:’
22’ ‘1’ ŠIBIR ‘.:’ [.:]
23’ ‘1 ma’-k[a’-su : .:]
24’ [x (x) x] [x] ‘.ZL.MEŠ :.’
25’ ‘1 kap’-pi KUG.GI
26’ 2 zer-re-tú :.
27’ 2 qa-ZAG KUG.UD

II

1 1 dáp-pa-a[s-tú]
2  ZAG GI da x[x x]
3  ’x x x x’ [x (x)]

each line 12 lines missing
16’ [x x x x] x
17’ [x x x] x GUN
18’ [x (x) x] x SA₅
19’ [1 N] x [x x x]
20’ [1] N₄ : .:
21’ ‘1’ GU.ZA GIR.2 : ‘.:’
22’ ‘1’ ŠIBIR ‘.:’ [.:]
23’ ‘1 ma’-k[a’-su : .:]
24’ [x (x) x] [x] ‘.ZL.MEŠ :.’
25’ ‘1 kap’-pi KUG.GI
26’ 2 zer-re-tú :.
27’ 2 qa-ZAG KUG.UD

1  The ditches wailed, the canals respond, all trees and fruit, their faces darkened (i.e. mourned). Bir[ds] wept, that in the grass […]
2  it-náppa-la a-táppi
3  ša GIŠ.MEŠ GURUN DŪ-šā-nu
4  ud-du-ra pa-nu-šā-un
5  ib-ka-a șt-’ba’-x[x x]
6  šā ina di-ši ‘da’-x[x x x]
7  ú-šar-bi x[x x x]
8  NA₂₆₁.‘ DIB’ [MEŠ x x x]
9  ut-ta-[na-ah x x x]
10  ut-taš-[ha-su x x]
11  i‘-x[x x x]

(Translation continued…)

1 1 blank[et]
2 1 front black […] (Break)
3 12 lines missing
16’ […]…
17’ […] multicoloured
18’ […] red
19’ [1 b]ed of ivory and silver
20’ [1] chest ditto, ditto
21’ 1 chair with feet ditto, ditto
22’ 1 sceptre ditto, [ditto]
23’ 1 bo[w]l ditto, ditto
24’ […] cups ditto
25’ 1 golden drinking bowl
26’ 2 chains ditto
27’ 2 silver cups
10 ANŠE.KUR.‘MEŠ’
11 30 GUD.MEŠ
12 3-mE UDU.‘MEŠ’
13 [PAB a]pt-ni-u LUGAL KUR.ULMI
14 1 GIŠ.NA URUDU šA GIR.2.MEŠ
15 1 TŪG.SIG
16 [x]‘x x x’
17 rest broken away

III
1 [x x x]x DUG.GI
2 [x x x]-sU.LAL
3 [x x (x)] :.
4 [x x (x) n]Ax-SA-DI-DU
5 [x x (x) x]x ‘x’
6 [x x x KUG].‘GI’
7 [x x x x]x
8 [x x x ANŠ]E.KUR
9 [x x x]x KUG.GI
10 [x x x]x-x tu'-me
11 [x x] qa ‘x x x’
12 [x x]x-ni šá [x x]
13 x[x i]na É.GAL [x x]
14 ú-rab’-bi-”ì” [x x]
15 a-na 9-a[a x x]
16 a-na 4GIŠ.‘NUH’-[GAL]
17 ANŠE.KUR.MEŠ-MA’ MÍ.K1[UR.MEŠ]
18 a-du-uk-m[a]
19 a-na qé-bé-R[i]
20 ad-din-šu-nu-ti

IV
1 1 šA-lAM MAN-Za-si
2 1 USAG NIM KUG.GI
3 1 BAR.DIB GUN
4 4 DAM’-’X X
5 4 K.LTA h[al-pat.MEŠ]
6 4 NA-SA-[BAT.MEŠ]
7 1 BAR.[DIB]
8 1 [x x x x]
rest broken away

10 horses,
30 oxen (and)
300 sheep;
this is [the to]tal of the king of Akkad.
[1] bronze [b]ed with feet
[1] textile
(Rest destroyed)

15 9 tim[es …] I slaughtered horses
and ma[res] to Šam[aš] an[d] gave them to be buri[ed].

1 1 socle statue
1 1 Elamite gold mitre
4 multicoloured robes
4 lower reinforced g[arments]
4 sash [holders]
1 ro[be ]
[Rest destroyed]

1 1 chariot with gold[en] trappings
1 umbrella ditto
1 almond-wood weapon
4. KA SUHUS KUG.GI
5. 1 GIŠ.PA mu-ra-nu sa₄ ··
6. 1 GIŠ.PA duq-di ··
7. 2 GIŠ.PAN.MEŠ šuq-di ··
8. 1 DUR.KIB ··
9. 1 qu-un-di URUDU ··
10. 1 šá-KAR-SA ··
11. 1 šu-na-ni sū-pu-šú-hi ··
12. 1 šá-šá-da-di KUG.U[D]
13. 1 mi-lu-uš šap-pa-a-te
14. [x x x x x x]
ca. 7 lines missing
22'. '2' x[x x x x x x]
23'. '1' x[x x x x x x]
rest broken away
Reverse
I'
beginning broken away
1'. '1' [x x x]
2'. 1 [x x x]
3'. 2 : [x x x]
4'. 16 U.SA[G.MEŠ]
5'. 5 šik-na-[a]-ni
6'. 15-sú šá-har-rat ··
7'. 8-sú 'é-â.MEŠ ··
8'. 6 šip-rat
9'. 4-sú KUŠ.D[A].é.SIR
10'. 5 GULÀ [x x x x x x]
11'. 5 muk-lal.[MEŠ]
12'. 5 KI.TA ḫal-[pa-te]
13'. 3 ga-me-di 'x x'
14'. 3 KI.TA ḫal-[pa-te]
15'. 4 U.SAG BABBAR.MEŠ
16'. 4-sú šá-har-rat [SÀ₄]
17'. 4-sú 'é-Â.MEŠ
18'. 4 šik-na-n[i]
II'
beginning broken away
1'. [x x x x x x x]
2'. [x x x x x x x x -šú

(of which) top and bottom gold
1 red murrani-wood sceptre ditto
1 almond wood sceptre ditto
2 almond-wood bows ditto
1 DUR.KIB ditto
9 1 bronze qndu ditto
10 1 šá-KAR-SA ditto, ditto.
11 1 tray with a horn (in the shape) of a shrew ditto, ditto
12 1 silver processional carriage
13 1 milû for containers
[...]
[...]
[Break]
ca. 7 lines missing
2 2 [...]
23 1 [...]
(Rest destroyed)
Reverse
I'
1 1 [...]
A Neo-Assyrian Royal Funerary Text

3. [AD b]a-’nu’-u-a 3. [Father], my begetter, I gently laid him in the [mi]dst of that tomb, a secret place, in royal oil. The stone coffin, his resting place – I sealed its opening with strong copper and secured the clay sealing.

4. [qē]-’reb’ 4. a-šar ni-ṣir-ti
5. KIMAJ ṣu-a-tú
6. ina 1.GIS LUGAL-ti
7. ta-biš uš-ni-il-ṣu
8. NAK-ar-na-nu
9. a-šar ta-aš-lil-’tii-ṣu
10. ina URUDU dan-ni
11. KAS-ṣa ak-nu-uk-ma
12. ú-dan-ni-na ši-pat’-sa’ 13. I displayed gold and silver objects, everything proper for a tomb, the emblems of his lordship, that he loved before Šamaš and I placed (them) in the tomb with my father, my begetter.
13. mim-ma tar-si-it KIMAJ
15. si-mat be-lu-ti-ṣu
16. ša i-ram-mu
17. ma-ḫaš’UTU
18. ú-kal-lim-ma
19. ’it’-ti AD ba-ni-ia
20. a-na KIMAJ GAR-un
21. ’qi-ša-ti a-na mal-ki
22. a-nun-na-ki
23. ú DINGIR.MEŠ a-ši-bu-ut KI-’tim’ 21. I presented gifts to the malki, the Anunnaki and the gods residing in the netherworld.
24. [u]-qa-a-a-aš

NOTES

Col. i

1. George has translated the passage as: “The canals wailed, the ditches giving echo” (George 2003: 485). Although apālu Gtu may have the meaning “echo,” it certainly does not fit the present context.

4. adāru also has the meaning “to mourn” as well as “to be dark”, see LAS II n. 97.

5. The signs after ŠI were originally restored by Ebeling as ŠI-[IP-PA-_TI]. MacGinnis (1987: 4) reads šI-ip?-[PA-IT]. The traces of the sign after šI are ’ba’ followed by a vertical before the break. George (2003: 485) reads šI-’pâ-a’-[TE] which is unlikely since the value pâ for ba is uncommon and the scribe employs pa consistently: i-ta-nap-pa-la (col. i 2); pa-nu-šu-un (col. i 4); 1 dap-pa-a[s-tû] (col. ii 1). In addition, the word is usually written with pa after šIP or šI-IP, e.g. šIP-PA- A-TE, šI-IP-PA-TE, see CAD Ș: 202 s.v. Šippatu A. Also ’a’ following ba is uncertain as the vertical may represent a part of another sign. The difficulty of restoring this word is due to a lack of parallels, making any restoration uncertain. Perhaps the
signs can be connected with šibāru “a bird, probably the sparrow”, see CAD Ș: 155a s.v. and AHw. 1097a.

7. ú-šar-bī: the trace after -bi looks like the beginning of ’i’. Hence, MacGinnis’ (1987 4 IV ‘7”) restoration: ú-šar-bī-[bu x (x)] is incorrect. The verb is thus rabû with the meaning “to exalt, to extol, to magnify”, see CAD R: 37 s.v. rabû A.

9. ut-ta-[na-ah]: for this restoration see CAD A/2: 105b 3. s.v. anāhu with the meaning “to produce a moaning (?) sound” which seems to fit the context. MacGinnis (1987: 4 IV’ 9”) restores ut-ta-[az-za-ma] which is possible, see CAD N/2: 135b 4. s.v. nazāmu “to howl, roar, complain”.

10. ut-talḫ-[ha-su]: see CAD N/1: 132b s.v. naḥāsu B “to sob, to lament, to wail.”

11. i-x[x x x]: The first sign is rubbed and the previous reading ba[D] is uncertain. Another suggestion would be to read ad-.[

Col. ii

1. dá[p-pa-a][s-tú], “blanket”, see the glossary in SAA 7, CAD D: 104b s.v. dapastu and 106b s.v. dapsû. See now AEAD 21a.

2. zag gi. This is translated in SAA 7 as “the front black”, see e.g. SAA 7 95:1, 2 and passim. zag may also be interpreted as imittu “right” indicating the right side of the garment.

3. ’x x x x’[x (x)]: The traces for the first sign show part of a sign that is written too high to be interpreted as 10 (MacGinnis 1987: 3 III’ 3). It is probably the numeral 1.


20’. naN: pitnu “chest” is often mentioned in connection with a bed, see references in CAD P: 438 s.v. pitnu A. and note the listing of an ivory chest following an ivory bed in RIMA 2: 217, 211; 261:89.

23’. [x] ma’a-k[a-su . . .]: See CAD M/1: 122–123 s.v. mākaltu.

24’. The reading [x pu]r-si-te ditto by Nasrabadi (1999: 26, II 21’”) has been taken from a reference given by MacGinnis (1987: 6 III’ 19”) regarding a note by Geers in the ADD copy of the BM. MacGinnis’ reading g][u’ zlmeš :” is correct.

31’. KU.KURI “king of Akkad” was originally interpreted by MacGinnis as “king of Urartu”. As pointed out by George, the reading “king of Akkad” “fits the succession of Esarhaddon, when his sons Assurbanipal and Šamaš-šumu-ukin ruled in Nineveh and Babylon respectively” (George 2003: 485 n. 134). George also surmises that
Assurbanipal would have been responsible for the organization of the funeral and that his brother Šamaš-šumu-ukin would have contributed considerably to the grave goods. It is more probable, however, that standard ritual procedures were followed and most likely that various members of the royal family and perhaps ministers or priests were either required or expected to contribute grave goods.

34’. The traces in this line may be read as: ‘x qir-pa-tū’.

Col. iii

4. For this line Nasrabadi (1999: 28, III 4) reads: [...] x šāṭi-du; the reading is: [x n]A₄, sa-di-du “antimony”. The word was already collated and quoted in AHw. 1073b s.v. šāṭidu.


16. ʾūš.nu₁.ʾ. [GAL]: MacGinnis’ (1987: 3 II’ 6’) reading ʾūš ʾANŠE (?!) [x] is incorrect. ANŠE occurs twice on the tablet: in col. ii 25’ where the scribe has left out a vertical and in col. iii 17’. The sign in the present line is not ANŠE since it has a horizontal and vertical missing. Nasrabadi (1999: 28, III 16) has interpreted the signs as ṣadīdu(N,MAŠ). MAŠ is not on the tablet. The sign in question is a poorly written šir thus yielding ʾūš thus yielding ʾūš,NU₁.ʾ. [GAL]. The deity concerned in this text is Šamaš and not Gilgameš. Šamaš is also mentioned in the last column but written dUTU. See George 2003: 131 n. 169.

17. ʾANŠE.KU.RMES-MAʾ MLK[UR.MES]: MacGinnis’ (1987: 3 II’ 7’) reading ʾANŠE. KU.RMES laʾ rak-b[utu] is dubious. LA is unlikely since the first horizontal is missing. The suggested reading maʾ is uncertain and other alternative readings for the sign such as ku or te seem less likely. There is not enough space to restore MLN[ŠE,KU. RA,MES] and it is assumed here that the scribe has used the abbreviated form MLK[UR, MES]. An alternative is to read MLK[OB,MES].

21. 1 ša-lam man-za-si: this has been translated by MacGinnis (1987: 5 II’ 11’) as “1 statue on a base”. The literal meaning is “1 statue of a socle” implying that the statue belongs to a socle. The statue would thus be placed in the tomb without a socle assuming that it belongs to the grave goods. Otherwise it may belong to another ceremonial ritual. The textiles listed here are for the statue.

24. 4 damʾ-ʾiʾ xʾ: The signs here have been read šal-tuʾ ʾḫal “bow-case” by MacGinnis (1987: 3 II’ 14’). The tablet does not have the sign tu and the first sign is damʾ. Perhaps the signs could be connected to a word like šamūtu “band, fringe”; šamū “to spin”. Problematic are the traces that follow which look like mu-te which would mean the word has a double m-which is unattested.
25. kl.ta ḫ[al-pat] “reinforced lower garment” follows the translation given in the glossary of SAA 7 226 s.v. šupalitu ḫalluptu.

Col. iv

In ADD 978, l. 4 of the text has been incorrectly copied after 1 GIŠ.PA duq-di.

1. Nasrabadi (1999: 28, IV 1) reads here 1 GIŠ.GIGIR₂ kābi-l-tu KI'B KU₂[G] for 1 GIŠ. GIGIR₁ tal-ul-tu' KUG.O[i], “1 chariot with gold[en] trappings”. GIGIR₂ is not on the tablet and Nasrabadi’s reading follows ADD 978 II 1. For tallultu see CAD T: 465 s.v. tallultu and AEAD 121b s.v. tallultu.

2. ša-GIŠ.MI: Nasrabadi’s “1 Wagen mit Sonnenschirm ditto” is inaccurate (Nasrabadi 1999: 30, IV 2). See the remarks in CAD Ş: 193b s.v. šīlī where the umbrella is described as “[…] an independent royal symbol carried by an attendant of the king”.

3. duq-di: AHw. reads this word as luḍ-di “ein Baum mit essbaren Früchten”, see AHw. 561b s.v. CAD L: 238b s.v. *luḍdu A established the reading as dukdu and designated the word as d.-nuts. In the glossary of SAA 7, duqdu is given the meaning “almond” whereas šuqdu is designated as “(mng. uncert.).” šuqdu is defined, however, by both dictionaries as an almond or almond tree. dukdu is the NA word for almond (wood), see the discussion section in CAD Ş/3: 95a. This would mean that the scribe has inadvertently used the SB form of the word in l. 7 as it may be assumed that in the grave good lists the NA renderings of the items are usually used.

5. murrānu is a type of wood, see CAD M/2: 220b s.v. AHw. 676 s.v. defines the word as “eine Eschenart”. There may be a relationship here to Aramaic mwr’nyt’ “lance”, see Brockelmann 1928: 405, Jastrow 1903: 705, Sokoloff 2002b: 650a.

8. DUR.KI'B: This has been misread by Nasrabadi (1999: 28, IV 8) as tik-kib. The first sign is dur' not tik. The reference given in CAD T: 404a s.v. tikpu for this line is thus incorrect. The meaning of DUR.KI'B has not been established but it may be inferred from the context that it is a type of wood or wooden object.

10. ša-kar-sa: The same signs occur in a list of wooden objects in SAA 7 91:12’ where -sa (collated) has been read -ni. Note that in SAA 7 91:11’–12’, 2 GIŠ.šu-na-na-ti precedes this item.

11. šu-na-nu si’ pu’-šū-ḥi’i: See SAA 7 159 i 7 and SAA 7 91:11’ where šumannu is translated “tray/s” and now AEAD 118b with the meaning “(a kind of tray).” si pu-šū-ḥi is difficult to interpret and thus the passage is tentatively translated as “1 tray with a horn (in the shape) of a shrew” where the horn is a container or possibly a rhyton. For pušḫu see CAD P: 541b s.v. pušḫu “(a small animal)” and AEAD 85b with the meaning “shrew”.


Reverse col. i´

5´. šīk-na-ʾa´-[nī]: šīknu is a deverbal noun derived from šakānu (pirs nominal pattern). Concerning textiles, it may possibly have the meaning “pad, padding”. See MacGinnis 1987: 6 II.5´ and AHw. 1234b s.v. šīknu A 5). The trace -n[i] indicated by MacGinnis is not on the tablet.

6´. 15-šū: the multiplicative is used with items that occur in pairs such as shoes and sleeves and translated accordingly, e.g., in ll. 7´, 9´, 16´ and 17´. See now AEAD 108a s.v. šaḫarrātī with the meaning “leggings, socks”.

7´. ʾē-ʾ. MES: This is rendered by MacGinnis (1987: 4 II) as bit-ḫi garments. It is attested in SAA 7 120 i´ 6 in a broken context and not translated. For the meaning sleeve see AEAD 16a s.v. bēt ḫi B.

Col. ii´

8´–12´. NA4, a-ra-nu: Deller noted the casus pendens construction of this sentence, see Deller 1987: 70b) referring to GAG §128c. Actually, the nominative absolute (casus pendens) is the expression ʾNA4, a-ra-nu ʾa-šar ta-āš-lil-ʾti-šū. It stands in extraposition at the beginning of the sentence and indicates the topic (in a topic-comment construction): “The stone coffin, his resting place – I sealed its opening with strong copper and secured the clay sealing.”

10´. kā-šā: Deller interprets this as the gate of the tomb and not the opening of the stone coffin (Deller 1987: 70: 2). In such a case, however, the resumptive pronoun -šā would refer back to kīmāh. This is excluded on the grounds that the resumptive pronoun must refer back to the nominative absolute and thus to the coffin. The listing of grave goods after the taklimtu ceremony does seem to preclude the closing of the tomb which would occur beforehand in contradistinction to Deller’s statement that it would not. The fact that the text may not describe the ceremonial procedures in the correct order does not mean that conclusions may be drawn.

12´. ši-pat-sa: This word was previously interpreted as an incantation or spell, see Ebeling 1931: 57; MacGinnis 1987: 4. Deller recognized that the word here is šipassu “clay sealing”, see Deller 1987: 70: 1.

13´–17´. See Scurlock (1991: 3 no. 3) for an interpretation of this passage as a display for grave goods.

20´–23´. George translates malki as “Princes” and points out that it may well be a title of the Anunnaki (George 2003: 488). See CAD M/1: 168b 3 s.v. malku B where this passage is quoted but the word not translated.
Fig. 2. K 6323 + K 7856 + K 14241 + 80-7-19, 122 obverse
Fig. 3. K 6323 + K 7856 + K 14241 + 80-7-19,122 reverse
Fig. 4. K 6323 + K 7856 + K 14241 + 80-7-19,122 obverse (Photo: G. Van Buylaere)
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Fig. 5. K 6323 + K 6321 + K 14241 + 180-7-19, reverse 19122 (Photo: G. Van Baelaeve)